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Warba Bank launches ‘Express Financing’, 
a digital solution for personal finance

KUWAIT: At its press conference held yes-
terday, Warba Bank, the best corporate and
investment bank in Kuwait, launched its latest
digital financing solution, “Express Financing”,
through which both Warba Bank customers
and non-customers, who wish to obtain per-
sonal finance, can apply using the bank’s digi-
tal platforms without having to visit any of the
branches through a fully automated process
that saves time and efforts for the customers
and the Bank alike. 

The press conference was attended by a
wide range of the Kuwaiti newspaper
reporters and representatives of the Bank’s
Management headed by Shaheen Hamed Al-
Ghanem, Chief Executive Officer, the Bank’s
spokesman gave an account of this new exclu-
sive service and explained that it would
enable those wishing to obtain personal
finance to apply through an easy, time-saving,
five-step process.

In the first step, the applicant answers per-
sonal questions, including the personal identi-
fication number and telephone number. The
Bank sends a text message to the phone num-
ber of the concerned applicant with an activa-
tion code to be entered on the screen in order
to validate and authenticate the information
provided. Then, in step two, the applicant will
determine the type of personal finance need-
ed. In step three, the applicant is redirected to
a page containing the amount applied for, the
number of the monthly installments, as well as
the repayment period of the due amounts. In the
fourth step, the applicant will attach the neces-
sary documents for completion of the applica-
tion such as a copy of the ID, upload a personal
video to ensure that it matches the identity of
the applicant, a copy of bank account statement
for the last six months, and a salary certificate.
Finally, the applicant signs and agrees on the
personal finance terms and conditions.  Upon
completion of these five steps, the Bank will
send an electronic link to the applicant’s smart-

phone so that the applicant can obtain copy of
the draft contract copy, review the contract and
details of the personal finance and follow up the
application and see if it is under study,
approved or rejected or if the applicant needs
to visit one of the bank’s branches to complete
some paperwork in accordance with the condi-
tions required to obtain personal finance. After
getting the approval, the applicant will visit the
branch to complete the process of obtaining
personal finance. 

In addition to speed and ease, this new
service provides the highest level of protec-
tion for the customers’ information provided
online. The latest information security stan-
dards are applied to match the photo of the
person on ID card with the selfie photo taken
by the smartphone. Moreover, the applicant
will be required to make electronic signature
so as to verify and validate the information

provided.  Commenting on the new service,
Alghanem said:  “Warba Bank has recently
focused its efforts on creating new banking
services and solutions that are tailored to the
needs of our customers and are in line with
the spirit of times in which we rely heavily on
modern technology in our every-day lives.”

“At the beginning of the year, we launched
a service for new customers allowing them to
fully open an account without having to visit
any of our branches.  Now, we add our per-
sonal finance application through digital plat-
forms so that we can meet all our customers’
needs in a safe, efficient and rapid manner,
thus expanding our exclusive digital banking
services in the Kuwaiti banking sector. This
simply reflects our commitment to achieving
our vision of providing advanced digital serv-
ices to individuals that focus on speed, easi-
ness and flexibility in all banking transac-

tions,” he added. Warba Bank has doubled its
efforts by injecting necessary investments to
enhance its digital infrastructure at interna-
tional levels, by which the Bank ensures that
its digital services are designed to meet cus-
tomers’ expectations and aspirations, saving
both time and efforts. 

Today, Warba Bank’s customers can direct-
ly complete their banking transactions
through the Warba online App. The Bank’s
interactive website that undergone major
enhancements to become a flexible electronic
branch that easily responds to customers’
requests. In addition, the Bank’s application
for smartphones (Warba App.) has proven to
be a great success; it is heavily used by cus-
tomers. It enables them to quickly carry out a
series of unique banking services without
having to visit a branch, turning these deals
into a quick and enjoyable banking experi-

ence, away from the monotonous paperwork.
The Bank’s approach in developing its digi-

tal services infrastructure is exemplary, given
the high technology and sophistication it
applies to provide customers with a distinc-
tive banking experience. A good example of
this is the Bank’s latest service launched in
late 2017, the “Express Bank”, an interactive
electronic branch that enables customers to
easily manage their banking operations. In
addition, the Bank has launched a series of
digital services recently under the name
“Express”, including: Express Bill , and
Express Call, Express Eidiyah, Express
Finance, Express Share, Express Transfer,
Express Salary and Skip Services and many
more.  The Apple Watch allows customers to
view and follow up their accounts and opera-
tions performed via banking cards through
the Android and Apple Watch.

Will you be the 
lucky winner 
of Alfa Romeo?
KUWAIT: Online customers of Al Mulla Exchange are
awaiting with bated anticipation for one of the most
exciting marketing promotions in Kuwait. For the
recently launched Mobile App and revamped remittance
portal, Al Mulla Exchange had launched an exclusive
marketing promotion on the 13th of May 2018. This pro-
motion will conclude in just 20 days with the lucky draw
on the 15th of August 2018. 

Speaking about the promotion, R Shankar, General
Manager of Al Mulla Exchange, said “For those cus-
tomers who have not started using Al Mulla Exchange’s
online tool, this will be the right time to do that. With
just 21 days away, you should not miss out on the
numero uno car that is offered as a prize by Al Mulla
Exchange. Moreover our online promises the best to the
customers in terms of price as well as convenience. With
all the positive attributes there is no doubt that cus-
tomers will get to gain from Al Mulla Exchange’s prod-
ucts and offerings.”

To be automatically qualified for the draw, customers
have to remit using the online and App portals of Al
Mulla Exchange.  “There is a great chance that you
could be the winner of the fabulous Alfa Romeo. Who
knows? You could be our next winner!”  Shankar said.

As one of the pioneers in remittance industry, Al
Mulla Exchange set a new milestone in the remittance
industry by being the first in Kuwait to launch a
Remittance Application. Within a short span of time,
the App has soared to be one of the most downloaded
App on the Android and iOS platforms. The applica-
tion which is very simple to use has been interlaced
with a very interactive user interface as well as easy
maneuverability. 

The online platform, www.almullaexchange.com,
which was launched a couple of years back also went
through a major revamp and is in sync with the App as
well. The online platform now boasts a very elegant look
and feel with robust security features. With this, cus-
tomers will be able to transact even when they are trav-
elling anywhere and anytime across the globe.

Exclusively in Kuwaiti banking sector through its digital infrastructure

China Tower seeks 
$8.7 billion IPO
HONG KONG: China’s state-owned China Tower-the
world’s largest operator of telecommunications towers-
announced yesterday it will aim for an $8.7 billion ini-
tial public offering in Hong Kong, the biggest globally
in four years. China Tower is offering 43.1 billion shares
globally at a range of HK$1.26 to HK$1.58 (US$0.16 to
US$0.20) each with pricing expected on August 1 and
will debut on the Hong Kong exchange on August 8.

It would be the largest IPO since Alibaba’s $25 bil-
lion New York debut in 2014, according to data com-
piled by Bloomberg News. Hillhouse Capital, affiliates
of China National Petroleum Corp and Taobao-a sub-
sidiary of Alibaba-are reported to be among the 10
cornerstone investors.

The company said yesterday at its IPO launch
event in Hong Kong that “international companies and
giant domestic companies” were among the corner-
stone investors. “The potential to cooperate with
Alibaba is great. We have a certain level of communi-
cation as well as understanding,” added Tong Jilu,
chairman and executive director of China Tower,
speaking at the event at Hong Kong’s Conrad Hotel.

China Tower was formed by merging the opera-
tions of state-owned China Mobile, China Unicom
and China Telecom in 2014 in a massive joint venture
to streamline the industry.

Observers said investors may see the company as a
safe bet on China’s mobile market because of its gov-
ernment backing.  But some argued the fact it was a
state-backed monopoly could limit growth due to lack
of competition. Caution over China stocks due to trade
disputes with the United States could also temper
interest. Hong Kong is seeking to become a destina-
tion for major IPOs after being snubbed by Alibaba’s
overseas listing in 2014. But the China Tower deal
comes amid a slump in the Hong Kong bourse, with
the benchmark Hang Seng Index trading down about 6
percent from the start of this year. — AFP

Al-Shaya & Al-Sagar 
introduces up to 
KD 2700 on top of 
your trade-in
KUWAIT: Kuwait Automotive Imports, Al-Shaya & Al-
Sagar, the official  agents of Mazda vehicles has
announced its highest offer that grants clients the oppor-
tunity to own Mazda cx9 and get the highest value on
top of their trade-in car.

While Mazda insists on its firm traditions to being one
of few vehicles manufacturers located in Japan, the com-
pany developed the cx9 to be one of the finest & most
reliable 4-wheel drive SUVs that combines the quality of a
premium seven-seater and design to satisfy both the head
and the heart in equal measure. As well as a full suite of
Mazda’s groundbreaking SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY that
now includes G-Vectoring control (GVC).

The trade-in offer includes the CX-9 R model that dis-
plays the power of a 2.5 turbo 231hp engine with SKYAC-
TIV TECHNOLOGY. Athletic proportions are highlighted
by the sleek cabin, a strong and stable lower body featur-
ing large 20-inch wheels & a confident stance. 

Nader Salmeh, Senior Divisional Manager- vehicles,
stated that this offer is the perfect chance for clients to
own the CX9 which is considered one of most desired
vehicles in the Mazda range. And this great opportunity
should be seized since it is for a limited period. 

Turkish Airlines 
embarks on exclusive 
sponsorship with 
CNN in global 
brand campaign
KUWAIT: Turkish Airlines is the exclusive sponsor of
CNN International’s newest show - Quest’s World of
Wonder - in a TV and digital campaign to further raise
awareness amongst business and leisure travellers that
the airline is a leading global player flying to more
countries and international destinations than any other
airline. 

Starting this week through a partnership with CNN
International Commercial (CNNIC), the sponsorship of
Quest’s World of Wonder sees Turkish Airlines bill-
boards around every TV episode of the new immersive
travel show. Each month the 30-minute show produced
by CNN Vision follows the inimitable Richard Quest as
he visits a different destination to dig deep into its
DNA, exploring what drives a city and the people who
live in it. The sponsorship also features a ground-break-
ing and stylish product placement that seamlessly inte-
grates Turkish Airlines into the title sequence of each
show, uniting CNN and Turkish Airlines in their shared
passion for travel.  

On digital, Turkish Airlines has exclusive advertising
on a dedicated online destination within CNN Travel for
the show and additional content about the cities that
Quest explores. In addition, a Turkish Airlines brand
campaign will run across various CNN TV and digital
platforms later this year. 

“This partnership is a compelling combination of
first-rate content, innovative creative solutions and
clever use of CNN’s various TV and digital platforms,”
said Rani Raad, President, CNN International
Commercial. “Turkish Airlines has an impressive story

to tell about its ever-expanding customer offering, and
with this project we’re delighted to provide them the
opportunity to share this story with the world through
the various CNN channels. As CNN continues to set
the standard for the industry we relish working with
partners such as Turkish Airlines who are willing to
experiment with new ideas and go beyond traditional
advertising solutions.”

Turkish Airlines Chairman of the Board and the
Executive Committee M. Ilker Ayci added: “We have a
strong long-standing relationship with CNN and we
knew the series would be in safe hands with a sea-
soned traveller such as Richard Quest. The series was
a natural choice for us given the synergies in global
appeal, reach and audience and with the upcoming
opening of the Istanbul New Airport, more people
than ever can travel with Turkish Airlines. We fly to
304 destinations worldwide and the 13 destination
which Richard selected for this series provides a real
cross section and mix of experiences. We hope view-
ers will enjoy the variety and take inspiration for
widening their world.” 


